The simulation of evolving populations plays an important role in many aspects of biological inquiry, including the validation of new inference methods, comparison of empirical data to those generated under known conditions and exploration of the dynamics of complex evolutionary processes. Many publicly available tools exist to generate nucleotide sequences under a variety of selective and demographic regimes, but accommodate only relatively simple selective and demographic models. Second, the application can be controlled through a simple and intuitive graphical user interface (GUI). The interface allows users unfamiliar with the command line or unaccustomed to editing text input files to easily control the behavior of the application.

ABSTRACT

Motivation: Most population genetic simulators fall into one of two classes, backward time simulators that quickly generate trees but accommodate only relatively simple selective and demographic regimes, and forward simulators that allow for a broader range of evolutionary scenarios but which cannot produce genealogies. Thus, few tools are available that allow for producing genealogies under arbitrarily complex selective and demographic models.

Results: TreesimJ is a forward time population genetic simulator that allows for sampling of genealogies, genetic data and many population parameters from populations evolving under complex evolutionary scenarios. The application provides many fitness and demographic models and new models are easy to develop. Data collection is performed by a variety of independently configurable collectors which periodically sample the population and record statistics. Output options include writing traces, histograms and summary statistics from the data collectors in addition to sampled genetic sequences and genealogies.

Summary: TreesimJ allows researchers to easily sample and analyze gene genealogies and related data from populations evolving under a wide variety of selective and demographic regimes. It is likely to be useful for population genetic researchers seeking to understand the links between evolutionary and demographic forces, genealogical structure and the resulting patterns of genetic variation.
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2 FEATURES

TreesimJ has several features that distinguish it from other forward population genetic simulators. First, as mentioned above, TreesimJ tracks the state of all ancestors of the present generation and allows for sampling of genealogies from the population tree. The resulting genealogies can be analyzed by a variety of methods, and may also be written to a log file or as separate files to facilitate further dissection. If the individuals in the population are endowed with DNA, fasta-formatted files with the DNA from the tree tips may be written along with each tree. With DNA and true trees in hand users may easily examine how tree shape affects resulting patterns of genetic diversity, or investigate the effectiveness of phylogenetic inference packages in reproducing the true tree.

Second, the application can be controlled through a simple and intuitive graphical user interface (GUI). The interface allows users unfamiliar with the command line or unaccustomed to editing text input files to easily control the behavior of the application.
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For situations in which a GUI is not desirable, TreesimJ allows for execution in 'batch mode', with the options provided in an easily generated settings file.

Third, TreesimJ is very flexible in several respects. The application comes with a number of alternative models of fitness evolution, including neutral evolution, one-locus, two-allele models, quantitative genetic evolution and DNA evolution. The DNA models in turn support a variety of mutational (e.g. Jukes–Cantor, F84, TN93, etc.) and selective schemes. Similarly, users may choose from a variety of demographic models describing population size change. Finally, a large number of 'data collectors' are provided which periodically collect and emit information regarding the population. The collection rates and other properties of these statistics are all independently configurable.

While many models and data collectors are provided 'out of the box', a final strength of TreesimJ is the ease with which new models may be created. Written in Java, an object-oriented language, nearly all of the models are pluggable objects. Creation of a new fitness model, for instance, requires constructing a single new class that derives from the appropriate base class and implements a small number of new functions (a single line of code elsewhere is required to add the new model to the list of available models). Demographic models and new data collectors are similarly easy to construct. To facilitate the development of new models, the code is well documented and freely available for browsing and downloading at the project hosting site (code.google.com/p/treesimj), where a developer's guide is also available.

3 SUMMARY

TreesimJ is a flexible, easy to use population genetic simulator that tracks the ancestry of the entire population in question. Like all genetic simulators, TreesimJ has distinct strengths and weaknesses. The application's strengths are its ease of use, developer-friendly code base and the ability to track, sample and analyze the properties of ancestral trees. However, TreesimJ can be slow and memory hungry. On a Macintosh system with a 2.26 GHz Xeon ('Nahelem' architecture) CPU, a population of 1000 individuals with DNA of length 1000 runs at nearly 2000 generations per second ('Nahelem'architecture) CPU, a population of 1000 individuals with DNA of length 1000 runs at nearly 2000 generations per second and requires roughly 350 MB of RAM for efficient performance. However, when DNA length is increased to 50000 the simulation speed drops to only 450 generations per second and nearly 1 GB of available RAM is required. In general, populations with more than 10,000 individuals are likely to be too slow to allow sufficient sampling of characteristics. Other limitations stem from the assumption that each individual has exactly one parent, thus diploidy, recombination and sexual selection are currently absent.

While no single simulation tool will address the needs of all users, TreesimJ is likely to be desirable for researchers interested in the connections between the structure of gene genealogies, patterns of genetic variation and the evolutionary forces affecting a population. Additionally, it is also likely to be valuable to those interested in validating inference and reconstruction methods since it can easily produce simulated datasets along with true trees under a variety of models. Finally, we hope that some of the limitations described above will be addressed as the platform continues to develop, both from contributions by the author as well as other parties.
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